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Lessons for brands from Brexit and beyond
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Have a quick look at the 
words on this chart – the 
output of a Huffington Post 
poll in 2015 that asked 
respondents to describe 
Trump in a single word. 
Not too flattering – ‘dumb’, 
‘arrogant’ and ‘crazy’ coming 
top of the table…
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…but just 12 months later... 
Trump and similarly criticised 
Farage stand glowing with 
electoral success.     
Both had achieved stunning, 
pundit-confounding results.
Here we investigate why 
Farage and Trump won – and 
how some of the best brands 
benefit from adopting similar 
tactics in persuading 
consumers to buy.
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We believe this pair won as 
their messages played to 
voters’ automatic, intuitive 
responses better than their 
opponents did – and we all 
know these automatic 
responses govern 80% of 
consumer decisions.
How? They grasped the 
power of 3 tactics:

• Get emotional – this is 
critical because it turns 
interest into action

• Create an antagonist –
lessen the desire for 
alternatives by 
highlighting their flaws

• Build digital clout – get in 
the ear of your audience 
and shout loudly!
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This is the foundation stone 
– the disproportionate 
response emotions can elicit 
makes them all important.
Even if, from a rational 
perspective, an event makes 
little difference to their lives, 
if people are moved this has 
huge power to escalate 
interest into action.
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One iconic example of this 
was the death of Princess 
Diana, which triggered an 
outpouring of grief.
This started with a few 
bouquets that within a week 
had become a sea of flowers 
outside Kensington Palace…
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…the public outcry about the 
monarchy's lack of response 
forced the Queen to return 
from Scotland and address 
her people.
Within a year the Royal 
Family had been compelled 
to rebrand itself as a more 
compassionate/informal 
entity.
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Similarly, when it came to 
the EU Referendum, the 
successful LEAVE campaign 
played to emotions better 
than the REMAIN one did –
its ‘Independence Day’ and 
‘We want our country back’ 
messages stirring some 
deep-rooted passions around 
patriotism, freedom and the 
future of the UK…
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…and these messages were 
brilliantly boiled down into 
this ‘breaking point’ poster, 
which put immigration centre 
stage.
Many of those who had 
previously felt only quietly 
concerned about the issue 
suddenly saw the country as 
being under serious threat.
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Meanwhile, the IN campaign 
bored its audience with 
nuanced, rational arguments 
– which were rarely believed 
even amongst the few 
prepared to follow them.
Just look at how bored David 
Cameron’s own supporters 
are!
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John Lewis, associated with 
some of the most iconic 
advertising of the last 
decade, hit new heights by 
tugging at heartstrings 
superbly in its 2014 
Christmas campaign. 

‘Monty the Penguin’ 
reminded us all of the 
importance of friendship and, 
in evoking the emotions 
around this, connected with 
millions. The ad had 29m 
views on social media and 
trended at number 1 on 
Twitter worldwide. 14m extra 
visits were made to the 
website and footfall to 
branches went up 9% YoY.
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John Lewis was highly 
effective at bringing the 
campaign to life in its 
branches by playing to the 
thirst for immersion.
Monty’s Winter Wonderland 
on the roof of the Oxford 
Street store had 50,000 
visitors over the 7 weeks of 
the campaign.
It was so successful the 
rooftop has been used to 
reflect every major seasonal 
campaign since.
Monty’s den in each branch 
featured Google Cardboard 
and Monty’s Toy Machine –
all helping customers to feel 
transported by the 
experience.
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The earlier-mentioned 
disproportionality of 
emotional responses is 
evidenced by one by-product 
of JL’s Monty campaign.
Within a week of launch the 
toy penguins were for sale 
on Ebay for £500 and the 
company was receiving 
complaints that it had ‘ruined 
Christmas’ because no more 
were available!
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All great stories need a 
goodie and a baddie; a 
dynamic that increases the 
range and intensity of the 
emotions at play. This device 
also ensures anyone sitting 
on the fence has a very good 
reason to jump your way.
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The LEAVE campaign cast 
Boris and Farage as the 
hugely charismatic goodies 
riding into town to sort out 
overpaid EU bureaucrats, 
giant UK payments and 
dastardly red tape.
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Trump portrayed Clinton as 
an outlaw – dubbing her 
‘crooked Hillary’ and inciting 
his fans to chant ‘lock her up’
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Whilst it wouldn’t be prudent 
for brands to go too far 
down the Farage/Trump trail, 
this is an effective construct 
to adopt.
Red Bull, which stands for 
courage, sets up cowardice 
as its antagonist.
Disney stands for magic and 
makes boredom the villain.
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Never Knowingly Undersold 
is the hero message at John 
Lewis – representing 
unashamedly good quality, a 
distinctive service 
experience, fair pricing and 
doing ‘the right thing’.
The antagonist is superficial 
relationships, ‘profit at any 
cost’ and the idea of ‘here 
today, gone tomorrow’. 
JL tends to focus on talking 
itself up rather than putting 
competition down (e.g. 
‘Crooked Hillary’).
It works. The brand enjoys 
outstandingly high levels of 
affinity with its customers.
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‘Doing the right thing’ is 
entrenched in the John Lewis 
ethos and dates right back 
its founder, who set up a 
constitution that is still 
adhered to today.
In 2014 the brand celebrated 
150 years of doing business 
‘the John Lewis way’, which 
is pretty good going in a 
fast-changing retail world!
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The fight for digital 
supremacy is now crucial for 
all; giving brands the chance 
to be a constant voice in 
people’s heads.
In fact, just as this picture 
shows, digital can be so 
immersive that people 
struggle to look away from 
their screens and see 
anything else.
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Going back to the 
Referendum, Farage 
understood better than any 
other UK politician the power 
of social media – having 
twice as many followers as 
Boris and putting out more 
than 4 times as many Tweets 
as Cameron.
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Of course, Trump is the king 
of Twitter. He won twice as 
many followers as Clinton 
and this helped him to 
control the news agenda in 
the run-up to the election 
despite having a media 
spend that was only a third 
of Clinton’s.
Beyond this, the unrehearsed 
nature of social media meant 
Trump’s rants and gaffs gave 
him a more human quality 
that contrasted favourably 
with Clinton’s colder, 
‘professional politician’ 
demeanour. 
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Having a big social media 
following is just as important 
for brands – and ASOS, 
Primark and Boohoo, all 
rising stars in fashion, are 
doing a brilliant job here.
At the moment, John Lewis 
leverages this medium more 
tactically to create 
engagement at critical points 
in the year. e.g. Christmas 
campaigns always launch on 
social media to build a viral 
element. The brand had one 
of the most successful 
Snapchat filters in UK history 
for Buster the Dog.
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Although JL doesn’t have 
huge numbers of followers in 
social media, it does have a 
CRM programme, my John 
Lewis, which has about 2.7m 
highly engaged members 
and is growing fast.
This does play a social 
media-style role by allowing 
the business to deliver the 
right emotional messages to 
the most relevant audiences 
in a truly personalised form.
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And who can forget JL’s tea 
and cake vouchers?
These are still incredibly 
popular and great for driving 
customers to branches –
again encouraging deeper 
brand relationships and 
capturing incremental spend. 
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So, all in all, we think Farage 
and Boris applied a lot of the 
lessons that great brands 
teach us – using the not-so-
secret weapon of emotion to 
create a disproportionate 
response amongst their 
audiences.
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Perhaps unsurprisingly given 
his business background, 
Donald is king of this realm –
using emotion as a Trump 
card in turning his image 
from ‘dumb’ to ‘presidential’ 
in just 15 months.
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For latest insights visit
www.abaresearch.co.uk


